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SECTION B – MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

B-45  STEPHEN HEDBERG - CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-2244

Stephen Hedberg, represented by Arthur J. Murray, Esq., appeals the removal of his name from the Police Sergeant (PM0852v), Perth Amboy eligible list due to an unsatisfactory employment record.

ACTION:

B-46  MINELY TAYLOR - CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-630

Minely Taylor, appeals the removal of her name from the eligible list for Correctional Police Officer (S9988A), Department of Corrections on the basis that she failed to complete pre-employment processing.

ACTION:

B-47  MARIA GUISANDE - CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-3019

Maria Guisande requests to file a late application for the promotional examination for Principal Library Assistant (PC4130D), Atlantic County.

ACTION:

B-48  ANKIT RANA - CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-2572

Ankit P. Rana appeals the decision of the Division of Agency Services denying his request for a make-up examination from Principal Engineer, Materials (PS6433T), Department of Transportation.

ACTION:

B-49  INVESTIGATOR 1, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER AND INVESTIGATOR 2, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER – CSC DOCKET NO. 2022-2416

The Division of Agency Services, on behalf of the Department of Health, requests that the Investigator 1, Office of the Chief State Medical Examiner and Investigator 2, Office of the Chief State Examiner titles be placed in the non-competitive division of the career service on an interim basis to effectuate the appointments of two employees. The DOH is also seeking retroactive appointment dates for two incumbents.

ACTION:
B-50  DOUGLAS TAMASE – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2022-797 AND 2022-856

Douglas Tamase, a former Crew Supervisor, Building Maintenance Programs with East Jersey State Prison, Department of Corrections, requests, among other relief, that the regular reemployment list for Crew Supervisor, Building Maintenance Programs be extended.

ACTION: